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The electron screening correction in the X-ray transitions
in muonic atoms is calculated within a relativistic SCF
Hartree-Fock procedure for many transitions and all Z.

In view of the inereased aeeuraey of the measure
ments of the transition energies in muonic atoms
exaet values for all corrections have to becalculated
and tabulated.

The main contribution in heavy atoms is the ef
feet of the extended nueleus 1. The other corrections

are the vacuumpolarisation ineluding the higher
order terms 2, 3, the Lamh-shift 4,the nuclear polari
sation 5, 6 and the relativistic reduced mass eorree
tion 7. First estimations of the eleetron shielding
eontribution have been given by Cohen 8 arid
Frieke 9.

There is a great uncertainty in the electron
shielding correotion whieh is the result of the fact
that we do not know howm'any electrons remain
hound and in rwhich states they are when the muonic
cascade proceeds, From purely energetic arguments
one finds for example for lead that at least 30 elec
trons remain in the atom when the muon is in the
state n = 15 and about 15 when the muon has reaehed
n = 8 even under the assumption that the total energy
of the bound muon is released by ej ection of electrons
only, On the other hand the two inner K-eleetrons
which contribute more than 80% to the eleetron
density linside the radius of the muon orbits with
n «;14 and henee are the hulk of the shielding are
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Fig. 1. The electron
screening contribution
for various transitions
for the elements Z =20
to Z = 85 in the presence
of I, 2 and 10 electrons.
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bound with nearly 100 keV and can hence be ejected
only in muonic Auger transitions with n = 7 too-+ 6
or deeper, transitions for which radiative processes
already dominate over the Auger effeot.

The proper rnethod to calculate the eleetron
shielding is to do fuHy selfconsistent relativistic
atomic calculations taking themuon and m elec
trons into account, This method is good because the
motion of the inner electrons at least up 1:0 n = 4 is
fast in comparison to the lifetime of the muonic
states. Therefore the most adequate physical quan
tities in such a quantum mechanical description are
the difference of the total energies for the whole
system imuon plus electrons, The total energy is
given by the expression

ET = 2 (iIKE+VN(r)li)+L
i i<i

calculated with the selfconsistent wave funcrtions
Ii) for the electrons and Ifl) for the muon. KiE is
the operator of the kinetic energy and VN is the
extended nuclear potential. Beeause electron and
muon are non-identical particles there is no ex
change term in the eleotron rnuon 'interaction.

All other methods of computation by taking only
the differences of the muonic ene~gy eigenvalues or
even hy taking non self-consistent eleotron densities
to compute the shielding effect are only approxima
tions. Nevertheless for the lower transitions these
approximations yield Igood values for this correc
tion, but the higher the interesting muonic levels are
the higher is the correotion of the eleotron screening
and the greater is the influence due to the selfcon
sistent calculation 10.
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In Fig. lwe present the results of fuUy selfcon
sistent Dirac-Slater ealculations for the eleotron
shielding contribution taking into account 1, 2 and
10 electrons for nearlyall Z. The increase of the
shielding eontribution for more than 10 electrons is
only of the order of 3to 5%. The most reasonable
value for the taotual shielding contrihution will he
the value for 10 electrons,

The higher the muonic transitions are, the higher
is the contribution from the eleetron screening and ;
the smaller is the fine struoture splitting,

Tab. I. The transition energies for some finestructure com
ponents in muonic lead from the main quantum number
n = 8 to n = 7 without the presence of electrons and with
10 electrons. The difference is the electron shielding contri-

bution.

Transition without with ·10 electron
electrons electrons screening
keV keV eV

8k15/2 -+ 7i13/2 90.724 90.536 188
8i13/2 -+ 7h11 /2 90.939 90.735 204
8h11/2 -+ 7g9/2 91.326 91.108 218
8g9/2 -+ 7f7/2 91.892 91.659 233
8f7/2 -+ 7dS/2 92.,628 92.381 247
8d5/2 -+ 7P3/2 87.338 87.092 24.6
8P3/2 -+ 7S1/2 61.699 61.502 197

To give an example we present in Ta:ble 1 the
transition energies for various finestructure compo
nents between the main quantum numbers n = 8
and n = 7 for lead as weIl as the resulting electron
sereening corrections, Thisdrastically shows that
the electron screening varies as much as 30% for
different finestructure components and thus has to
be calculated separately for every oomponent. These
differences are especially important when the fine
s:tructure cannot be resolved anymore experimen
tally.
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